Introduction.
Let M be a closed n-dimensional manifold. For a given smooth metric g on M , let [g] denote the conformal class of g, consisting of smooth metrics on M pointwise conformal to g. By the solution to the Yamabe problem [1] , [6] , in each conformal class [g] there is a Yamabe metric γ of constant scalar curvature s γ ; the metric γ minimizes the total scalar curvature (or Einstein-Hilbert action)
when S is restricted to the class of conformal metricsḡ ∈ [g]. Here s g denotes the scalar curvature of g, dV g the volume form, and v the total volume of (M, g). The sign of s γ , i.e s γ < 0, s γ = 0 or s γ > 0 depends only on the conformal class [γ] .
A number of general features of the class of Yamabe metrics of non-positive scalar curvature are well understood, cf. [2] , [7] for example. Thus, negative conformal classes have a unique unit volume Yamabe metric. The space Y − of all unit volume negative Yamabe metrics forms a smooth infinite dimensional manifold Y − , transverse to the space of conformal classes, in the space of all unit volume metrics on M . The scalar curvature s defines a smooth function s : Y − → R, whose critical points are exactly Einstein metrics (of negative scalar curvature) on M . Similar results hold for the space of non-positive Yamabe metrics. All of these results essentially derive from the fact that Yamabe metrics satisfy an elliptic equation, the Yamabe equation, whose solutions satisfy a maximum principle when s γ ≤ 0.
It has been an open issue for some time to what extent such general features continue to hold for the space Y + of positive unit volume Yamabe metrics on M where the corresponding Yamabe equation does not satisfy a maximum principle. Thus, in general, uniqueness of Yamabe metrics fails for positive conformal classes. For example, the conformal class of the round metric on S n admits a large, non-compact, family of Yamabe metrics. On S n−1 × S 1 , there are 1-parameter families of Yamabe metrics in the conformal class of a product metric, for infinitely many values of radii of S n−1 and S 1 , cf. [7] , [8] .
The purpose of this note is to establish some partial answers to these issues. Some of the main results are as follows: We also prove that the scalar curvature function s : Y + → R is differentiable at any Yamabe metric γ which is unique in its conformal class [γ], cf. Proposition 2.2. Moreover, if s is differentiable at a metric γ, and γ is a critical point of s on Y + , then γ must be an Einstein metric, (and hence unique by Obata's theorem [5] 
Proofs of the Results.
Let Y denote the space of all unit volume Yamabe metrics on a given n-manifold M . Henceforth, all metrics will be assumed to have unit volume, for convenience. The discussion and results to follow are all essentially trivial for Yamabe metrics of non-positive scalar curvature. Let C denote the space of unit volume constant scalar curvature metrics on M , and M the space of all unit volume metrics on M , so that Y ⊂ C ⊂ M. Unless stated otherwise, all metrics will be assumed to be (C ∞ ) smooth.
It is well-known, cf. [2] , that generically C is an infinite dimensional manifold. More precisely, at all metrics g for which s g /(n − 1) is not an eigenvalue of the Laplacian −∆, (with non-negative spectrum), a neighborhood of g in C has the structure of a smooth manifold. Observe that C can be described as the 0-level set of the mapping
Since Φ is a real-analytic map, C thus has the structure of an infinite dimensional real-analytic variety. It would be interesting to know if this structure could lead to further information on the structure of C.
We begin by discussing the differentiability properties of the scalar curvature function s on Y. Let γ be a unit volume Yamabe metric, and let g t be a smooth curve of unit volume metrics of the form g t = γ + th + O(t 2 ), for h ∈ T γ M. We assume that g t is orthogonal to the conformal classes in the sense that
In particular, (2.1) implies that tr γ h = 0. Choose a sequence t i → 0, and let γ i be a unit volume Yamabe metric in the conformal class of [g t i ]. Thus, γ i is of the form
where g i = g t i . By passing to a subsequence if necessary, may assume that γ i → γ ′ , where γ ′ is some Yamabe metric in [γ] . Thus, by elliptic regularity associated to the Yamabe equation (2.2) below, φ i → φ smoothly, where γ ′ = φ 4/(n−2) γ. In general, φ = 1, since the conformal class [γ] may have more than one Yamabe metric. However, by changing the curve g t to the curve g t = φ 4/(n−2) g t , we may assume, w.l.o.g. that φ = 1. This simplifies some of the computations below. In the following, we also assume t i > 0.
2
The functions φ i satisfy the Yamabe equation
where c n = 4(n − 1)/(n − 2) and q = (n + 2)/(n − 2). Next, we linearize (2.3) about the limit (γ, 1) of (g i , φ i ). The linearization of the scalar curvature is given by
Since g i → γ smoothly,
where
Here we use the identity that if y = x n/m , then (y − 1) = (x − 1)(x n−1 + ... + 1)/(y m−1 + ... + 1). Integrating (2.5) over M w.r.t. g i then gives the identity
The main point is now to prove that the left side of (2.7) vanishes in the limit t i → 0.
Proposition 2.1. For g i , φ i as above, one has
Proof: Suppose first that (φ i − 1)/t i tends to a limit as i → ∞, in some subsequence. By elliptic regularity associated to the equation (2.5), (cf. [4] for example), this happens if and only if (
since ψ = lim ψ i = 4/(n − 2). However, since the metrics s g i and s γ i have unit volume, one has
Taking the limit of (2.10) as t i → 0 and using the fact that φ ′ exists gives (2.9).
If (φ i − 1)/t i does not tend to a limit, the proof is more complicated, but based on similar ideas together with the fact that γ i are Yamabe metrics. To begin, one may assume w.l.o.g. that (s γ i − s γ )/t i is bounded, and hence converges to a limit
(again in a subsequence). For if the ratio in (2.11) is unbounded, divide (2.7) and (2.11) by C i , where C i → ∞ is chosen to make the resulting ratio in (2.11) equal to 1, in absolute value. It will then easily be seen from the arguments to follow that this gives a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that all limits exist in (2.7). First, we claim that
To see this, since φ i → 1 smoothly, one has
On the other hand, by the Yamabe property of γ i and the fact that g i is of unit volume,
Hence, by (2.11),
Via (2.7), this gives the claim (2.12). We now claim the opposite inequality to (2.12) holds. To see this, consider the sequence of metrics g i = φ 4/(n−2) i γ in the conformal class [γ] . They all have unit volume, by (2.1) and (2.10). Since γ is a Yamabe metric, i.e. it minimizes S in its conformal class, it follows that
Expanding out the term on the right then gives
Also, integration by parts gives
Here the second equality uses (2.5), together with the fact that
h of the Laplacian in the direction h; this applied to (φ i − 1) tends to 0, since (φ i − 1) → 0). Combining these estimates, (and using s γ > 0), it follows that
Observe that from the derivation of (2.5), we have
The last two terms here integrate to 0, by (2.10), since q + 1 = 2n/(n − 2). It follows then from (2.16) that
Combining (2.12) and (2.17) proves the result.
Proposition 2.1 and (2.7) imply that the limit
exists, and is given by
where z is the trace-free Ricci curvature, z = Ric − s n g. The discussion above easily proves the following result.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose γ is the unique Yamabe metric (of unit volume) in [γ]. Then s is differentiable on Y at γ, and the derivative is given by (2.19).
Proof: Let [g t ] = [γ + th] be any variation of the conformal class of γ. If γ t is any Yamabe metric in [g t ] written in the form (2.2), then φ t → 1 as t → 0. It follows from (2.19) that for any h, and for any sequence of Yamabe metrics converging to γ along the curve [g t ], one has
The right hand side is linear in h, and hence s is differentiable at γ.
Corollary 2.3. Any critical point γ of s on Y, for which γ is unique in its conformal class is necessarily an Einstein metric.
Proof: If γ is unique in its conformal class, then Proposition 2.2 implies that s is differentiable on Y at γ. By (2.19), a critical point γ of s then satisfies z = 0, i.e. γ is Einstein. Now suppose there is more than one Yamabe metric in the conformal class [γ] . Such metrics are of the form γ = φ 4/(n−2) γ, for some positive function φ. A standard formula for conformal changes, cf. [2] gives,
where D 2 0 is the trace-free Hessian. Since h transforms as h = φ 4/(n−2) h on passing from γ to γ, and dV γ = φ 2n/(n−2) dV γ , one has
The forms 
One thus has a map It is a consequence of (2.22) that s ′ is independent of the sequence t i , among sequences γ i as above. However, apriori, even within the fixed curve g t specified in (2. 
where the minimum is taken over all admissible Z φ in [γ] .
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the discussion above and the fact that Yamabe metrics minimize the scalar curvature functional S in the conformal class. In particular, s γ is independent of the representative γ ∈ [γ].
Let {γ λ } λ∈Λ denote the set of unit volume Yamabe metrics in the conformal class [γ] . By the solution to the Yamabe problem [6] , {γ λ } is compact in . However, the cardinality of the sets {γ λ } may well change in passing to limits. The cardinality may drop, for instance when distinct Yamabe metrics in a sequence of conformal classes merge to a common limit. The cardinality of {γ λ } may also increase in the limit, due to the "birth" of a new Yamabe metric, not arising as a limit of a given sequence.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.1. The proof is by contradiction, and so suppose there exists an open set V of generic Yamabe metrics such that, for each γ ∈ V there are at least two distinct Yamabe metrics in [γ] . Using the compactness mentioned above, by passing to a smaller V if necessary, we may assume that there is an upper bound on the number of distinct Yamabe metrics in [γ], γ ∈ V. Now fix some γ o ∈ V, and consider the class of variations h ∈ T γo M with ||h|| C 2 = 1. As discussed above, each such h determines a subset of Yamabe metrics {γ λ (h)} of the full set of Yamabe metrics {γ λ } in [γ o ], (namely those which persist under perturbation in the direction h). As h changes, this subset can of course change. However, since there is a fixed bound on the cardinality of {γ λ }, there is an open set U of h ∈ T γ M ∩ {||h|| C 2 = 1}, with the following property: there is a fixed subset {γ λ ′ } ⊂ {γ λ }, of cardinality at least two, such that for each h ∈ U , there is a sequence t i → 0 + such that [γ o + t i h] has at least two Yamabe metrics converging in subsequences to at least two distinct elements of {γ λ ′ }. We may assume that γ o ∈ {γ λ ′ }. Henceforth, set γ o = γ to simplify the notation.
It then follows that, for all h ∈ U , one has
for all φ representing the Yamabe metrics in {γ λ ′ }. In particular, (2.25) holds for at least one φ = 1. The condition (2.25) is linear and since it holds for all h ∈ U , it must hold for all h in the linear span of U , and hence it holds for all (trace-free) h ∈ T γo M. This implies that one has pointwise
i.e. for some φ = 1. Thus to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove that (2.27) has only trivial solutions. This is done by a computation in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The only solutions to (2.27 ) are u = φ = 1.
Proof: Write (2.27) as
where as above, u = φ 2/(n−2) . We compute the divergence of both sides of (2.28), and then evaluate at a maximum of φ. Thus, taking the divergence of (2.28) and using the Bianchi identity gives 
